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U.S. Rice Supplies in 2019/20 Are Forecast To
Be 7 Percent Smaller than a Year Earlier
The only supply-side revision to the 2019/20 U.S. rice balance sheet this month was a 1.3-million cwt increase in the
production forecast to 188.6 million cwt, still nearly 16 percent below a year earlier. Total supplies are now forecast at
263.1 million cwt, 7 percent below a year earlier. There were no revisions on the 2019/20 use side this month. The
larger crop raised the 2019/20 ending stocks forecast 4 percent to 37.1 million cwt, still down 17 percent from a year
earlier. The long-grain and southern medium- and grain season-average farm price forecasts were both lowered this
month, partly based on the August NASS reported cash prices. In the global rice market, 2019/20 production
forecasts were raised for Bangladesh, India, Egypt, and the United States, but lowered for Australia. These revisions
resulted in a 3.6-million ton increase in the 2019/20 global rice production forecast to 497.8 million tons. Global rice
trade in 2020 is projected at 46.3 million tons, fractionally above last month’s forecast. Brazil’s 2020 export forecast
was lowered this month, while export forecasts were raised for Burma, Paraguay, and Vietnam. On the 2020 import
side, forecasts were lowered for Egypt and Sri Lanka, while raised for Australia and Indonesia. Since early
September, Thailand’s trading price have declined while quotes for Vietnam’s price have increased.

Figure 1

Smaller plantings expected to pull U.S. rice production down
16 percent for 2019
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Domestic Outlook
U.S. 2019/20 Rice Crop Forecast Raised to 188.6 Million Cwt
This month, USDA raised its 2019/20 U.S. rice production forecast 1.3 million cwt to 188.6
million cwt based on a slightly higher average yield. The 2019/20 area forecast was unchanged
from September. The Texas 2019/20 yield was boosted 4 percent from the September forecast
and the California yield and Arkansas yield were each increased around 1 percent. In contrast,
Louisiana’s yield was lowered almost 1 percent from September.
If the forecasts are realized, 2019/20 U.S. rice production remains almost 16 percent lower than
a year earlier; a result of a 15-percent drop in harvested area and a national average yield that
still remains 1 percent below 2018/19. The substantial area decline in 2019/20 is largely due to
excessive spring rainfall in most of the southern rice growing States, especially in the northern
Mississippi River Delta, that prevented several hundred thousand acres of rice from being
planted and slowed crop progress and operations throughout the market year.
By class, the U.S. 2019/20 long-grain crop is forecast at 127.5 million cwt, up 0.9 million cwt
from the September forecast but still 22 percent smaller than a year earlier. This would be the
smallest U.S. long-grain rice crop since 2011/12. The combined medium- and short-grain rice
crop is forecast at 61.1 million cwt, up 0.4 million cwt from the September forecast and more
than 1 percent above a year earlier.
Harvested area in 2019/20 is estimated to be lower than a year earlier in all reported rice
producing States, with Arkansas accounting for 69 percent of the 438,000-acre decline. At 1.13
million acres, rice harvested area in Arkansas is estimated to be 21 percent below a year
earlier. Missouri’s 2019/20 estimated rice harvested area of 173,000 acres is also 21 percent
below a year earlier. Both Delta rice growing States received substantial rains during most of
the spring that delayed plantings, crop development, and operations. Mississippi’s 2019/20
harvested area is estimated at 116,000 acres, 16.5 percent below a year earlier. In Texas,
2019/20 harvested area is estimated at 154,000 acres, 18.5 percent below a year earlier and
the smallest harvested area since 2015/16. Louisiana’s 2019/20 harvested area is estimated at
415,000 acres, 5 percent below a year earlier, the smallest percentage decline in area of any
southern State. In California, harvested area is estimated at 493,000 acres, just 2 percent below
a year earlier. In contrast to most of the South, growing conditions were quite favorable to
producing rice all season in California.
The October average U.S. field yield projection of 7,616 pounds per acre in 2019/20 is 53
pounds higher than the September forecast but 76 pounds below the year earlier near-record.
Yields are anticipated to be below 2018/19 in all reported States except California and
Mississippi. The average yield in Louisiana is projected to drop almost 7 percent from 2018/19
to 6,650 pounds per acre, the lowest since 2016/17. In nearby Texas, the 2019/20 average yield
is forecast at 7,600 pounds per acre, almost 5 percent below a year earlier and the lowest since
2016/17. Missouri’s yield of 7,500 pounds per acre is 3.5 percent below the 2018/19 record
yield. At 7,500 pounds per acre, Arkansas’ 2019/20 average yield is down just 20 pounds from a
year earlier. Mississippi’s 2019/20 average field yield of 7,350 pounds per acre is unchanged
from 2018/19. In contrast, California’s 2019/20 average yield of 8,800 pounds per acre is up 2
percent from 2018/19.
Rice production in 2019/20 is projected to be smaller than a year earlier in all reported southern
rice producing States, with Arkansas accounting for 64 percent of the 35.6 million cwt projected
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U.S. decline. At 84.5 million cwt, the Arkansas 2019/20 rice crop is projected to be 21 percent
below a year earlier, almost totally due to reduced harvested area. Missouri’s 2019/20
projected crop of 13.0 million cwt is 24 percent smaller than the 2018/19 crop, mostly due to
smaller harvested area. Mississippi’s 2019/20 production is projected to decline nearly 17
percent to 8.5 million cwt, a result of reduced area. The 2019/20 Texas rice crop of 11.7 million
cwt is projected to be 22 percent smaller than a year earlier, with reduced harvested area
accounting for the bulk of the decline. At 27.6 million cwt, Louisiana’s 2019/20 rice production is
projected to be 11 percent below a year earlier, a result of both a lower yield and smaller
harvested area. In contrast, California’s projected rice production of 43.4 million cwt is almost
unchanged from a year earlier as a 2-percent area drop is almost offset by a higher yield.
Pace of the 2019/20 U.S. rice harvest remains behind normal in most of the South and in
California, despite generally favorable weather conditions over the past few weeks in both
regions. By October 6, harvest was 97 or 98 percent complete in the Gulf Coast rice producing
States, just 2 percentage points behind each States’ 5-year average. Except for the harvest of
the partial second—or ratoon—crop, harvest of the main crop should be virtually over by now in
Texas and Louisiana. Ratoon crops are not grown in the other, more northern, rice producing
States.
In Arkansas, 82 percent of the 2019/20 rice crop was reported harvested by October 6, 4
percentage points behind a year earlier and 5 percentage points behind the State’s 5-year
average. Mississippi’s 2019/20 harvest was reported 80 percent complete by October 6, well
behind 91 percent a year ago and behind the State’s 5-year average of 88 percent. In contrast,
in nearby Missouri, 84 percent of the 2019/20 rice crop was reported harvested by October 6,
up from 69 percent a year earlier and State’s 5-year average of 73 percent. About 40 percent of
Missouri’s 2019/20 rice crop was harvested between September 23 and October 6, allowing the
State’s harvest pace to surpass the pace of the other two Delta growing States, despite a
delayed start to the harvest. California’s 2019/20 rice crop was reported 30 percent harvested
by October 6, 2 percentage points ahead of a year earlier but 8 percentage points behind the
State’s 5-year average. With normal weather, California growers can quickly catch up with the
State’s normal harvest pace.

U.S. 2019/20 Rice Imports Remain Projected Record High
The forecasts for beginning stocks and imports were not revised this month. Beginning stocks
for 2019/20 remain estimated at 44.85 million cwt, 53 percent larger than a year earlier. Longgrain beginning stocks remain estimated at 32.6 million cwt, more than 60 percent higher than a
year earlier. Combined medium- and short-grain beginning stocks remain estimated at 10.2
million cwt, up 33 percent from a year earlier. Stocks of brokens—not reported by length of
grain—remain estimated at 2.1 million cwt, up 46 percent from a year earlier.
The 2019/20 U.S. all rice import forecast remains at a record 29.6 million cwt, up 2 percent from
a year earlier. Through August 2019, total imports on a product-weight basis were reported at
76,569 tons, up 22 percent from a year earlier. Long-grain imports in 2019/20 remain forecast at
a record 24.0 million cwt, up 2.5 percent from a year earlier. Aromatic varieties from Thailand,
India, Pakistan, and Vietnam are expected to account for the bulk of U.S. long-grain rice
imports. Through August 2019, the U.S. imported 66,880 tons of long-grain rice, up 26 percent
from August 2018, with Thailand accounting for almost all of the increase.
U.S. medium- and short-grain imports remain forecast at 5.6 million cwt, fractionally above a
year earlier. The medium- and short-grain import forecast assumes continued large purchases
by Puerto Rico of rice from China in 2019/20. In August, the U.S. imported 9,688 tons of
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medium- and short-grain rice, up 3.5 percent from a year earlier. Specialty rice from Thailand
and India accounted for about 83 percent of U.S. medium- and short-grain imports in August,
with shipments from China extremely small.
In total, the October production revision resulted in a 1.3-million cwt increase in the 2019/20
total U.S. supply forecast to 263.1 million cwt, 7 percent below a year earlier. The long-grain
2019/20 total supply forecast was increased 0.9 million cwt to 184.1 million cwt, 11 percent
below a year earlier. The medium- and short-grain supply forecast was raised 0.4 million cwt to
76.9 million cwt, up almost 6 percent from a 2018/19.

Slight Growth Projected for U.S. Rice Exports in 2019/20
There were no revisions this month on the use side of the 2019/20 U.S. rice balance sheet.
Total domestic and residual use for 2019/20 remains forecast at 131.0 million cwt, 9 percent
below a year earlier and the smallest since 2015/16. Long-grain domestic and residual use in
2019/20 remains forecast at 98.0 million cwt, more than 10 percent smaller than a year earlier.
The substantial projected decline is based on much smaller supplies. Medium- and short-grain
domestic and residual use in 2019/20 remains forecast at 33.0 million cwt, 5 percent below a
year earlier. The current forecast for medium- and short-grain domestic and residual use is
nearly equal to the recent 5-year average.
All-rice 2019/20 exports remain forecast at 95.0 million cwt, just 1.5 percent above a year
earlier. Long-grain exports in 2019/20 remain forecast at 66.0 million cwt, nearly unchanged
from a year earlier, despite an abnormally large carryover of outstanding sales from 2018/19.
Mexico, Iraq, and Haiti account for the bulk of the abnormally large carryover of long-grain
sales. Latin America is projected to remain the top market for U.S. long-grain rice in 2019/20.
The Middle East and Canada are projected to account for most of the remaining U.S. long-grain
exports, with sales to Sub-Saharan Africa expected to remain small.
U.S. medium- and short-grain exports in 2019/20 remain projected at 29.0 million cwt, up 4
percent from 2018/19. An abnormally large carryover of outstanding sales to Japan from the
2018/19 market and a likely increase in sales to North Africa are behind expectations for larger
exports. Northeast Asia (primarily Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan) is expected to remain the
top market for U.S. medium- and short-grain exports. All imports of rice by these three
countries are made as part of World Trade Organization agreements.
U.S. 2019/20 rough rice exports remain forecast at 33.0 million cwt, nearly unchanged from a
year earlier. Long-grain shipments to Latin America account for the bulk of U.S. rough rice
exports, with Mexico and Central America the top markets. For more than half a decade, the
United States has lost market share in these markets to South American exporters, with relative
prices a major factor. In 2018/19, the United States regained some market share in Mexico and
returned as a major supplier to Nicaragua after 6 years of minimal sales to this former top U.S.
rice export market. Currently, Libya and Mexico are the only markets for medium- and shortgrain rough rice exports. Mexico has always been a small buyer of medium- and short-grain
rice, with long-grain the dominant purchase. Prior to 2017/18, Turkey was a regular large buyer
of U.S. medium- and short-grain rough rice, but has not made any purchases since and is not
expected to return as a buyer in 2019/20.
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Figure 2

Little change is projected for U.S. rice exports in 2019/20
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Sources: 2000/01-2016/17, Rice Yearbook Data Set, Economic Research Service, USDA; 2017/18-2019/20,
World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates, World Agricultural Outlook Board, USDA.

U.S. 2019/20 milled rice exports (combined milled and brown rice exports on a milled basis)
remain projected at 62.0 million cwt, almost 2 percent above 2018/19. Haiti and Japan are
expected to account for most of the increase in U.S. milled rice exports in 2019/20, with Japan’s
increase due to a large carryover of sales from 2018/19. U.S. sales to Sub-Saharan Africa are
projected to remain quite small as the U.S. is not price competitive in this huge and growing
market.

U.S. 2019/20 Season-Average Farm Price Forecasts Lowered
from September Forecasts
The larger October production forecast resulted in a 4-percent increase in projected 2019/20
U.S. ending stocks to 37.1 million cwt, still 17 percent below a year earlier. The 2019/20 stocksto-use ratio is forecast at 16.4 percent, down from 18.9 percent a year earlier. The long-grain
ending stocks forecast was raised 0.9 million cwt to 20.1 million cwt this month, 38 percent
smaller than a year earlier. The long-grain stocks-to-use ratio is forecast at 12.3 percent, down
from 18.6 percent in 2018/19 and the smallest since 2013/14. The medium- and short-grain
ending stocks forecast was raised 0.4 million cwt to 14.9 million cwt, up 46 percent from a year
earlier. The medium- and short-grain stocks-to-use ratio is forecast at 24.0 percent, well above
16.3 percent in 2018/19.
This month, the 2019/20 U.S. long-grain season-average farm price (SAFP) was lowered 20
cents to $11.80 per cwt, still up $1.00 from a year earlier. The downward revision was based on
reported cash prices in August and expectations regarding prices and marketings for the
remainder of the market year. The August NASS reported cash price was $10.70 per cwt,
unchanged from June and July. The 2019/20 southern medium- and short-grain SAFP forecast
was also lowered 20 cents, to $12.30 per cwt, unchanged from a year earlier. The downward
revision was largely based on lower expected long-grain prices.
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In contrast to the south, the California medium- and short-grain SAFP forecast is unchanged at
$18.50 per cwt, up 50 cents from a year earlier. The U.S. medium- and short-grain SAFP was
lowered 10 cents to $16.50 per cwt, still up 20 cents from a year earlier, a result of higher
expected prices in California in 2019/20 than in 2018/19. The October estimate for the U.S. allrice 2019/20 SAFP is $13.00 per cwt; down 20 cents from the September projection but $1.00
higher than the 2018/19 price.
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International Outlook
Production Forecasts for 2019/20 Raised for Bangladesh,
Egypt, India, and the United States; Lowered for Australia
Global rice production in 2019/20 is projected at 497.8 million tons (milled basis), up 3.6 million
tons from the previous forecast but still almost 1 percent below the year-earlier record. The
projected year-to-year global production decline is due to a 1.1-million-hectare drop in global
rice harvested area from the year-earlier record to 162.3 million hectares. China, India, Sri
Lanka, and the United States account for the bulk of the expected decline in global rice
harvested area in 2019/20. These harvested area reductions are partially offset by expected
increases in 2019/20 for Egypt, Indonesia, Laos, the Philippines, and Thailand.
China, India, and the United States account for the bulk of the projected decline in 2019/20
global production compared with the previous year, with their aggregate production dropping
more than 6.0 million tons. Crops are also projected to be smaller in 2019/20 in Bolivia, Cuba,
Ecuador, Honduras, Mali, Nepal, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, and Venezuela. In contrast,
crops are projected to be larger than a year earlier in Bangladesh, Burma, Cambodia, Cote
d’Ivoire, Egypt, EU, Indonesia, Iraq, Laos, Madagascar, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam. The average global yield of 4.58 tons
per hectare (rough basis) is up slightly from a year earlier and the highest on record. A record
yield for India—which harvests the largest rice area of any country—is the main factor boosting
global rice yields in 2019/20. At 3.98 tons per hectare (rough basis), India’s 2019/20 rice yield is
the highest on record. However, 1.5 million hectare drop in harvested area is expected to pull
production down 2 percent to 114.0 million tons. See table A below for more details.
Table A. Global rice production revisions, October 2019
Country or
region

Current
forecast

Change from
Percent
Month-tolast month's change from a month
forecast
year earlier direction

Year-toyear
direction

Explanation and comments on revisions

1,000 metric tons (milled basis)
Rice production, 2019/20
Australia

Harvested area was lowered 5,000 hectares to just 5,000
hectares due to severe drought.

36

-39

-16.3%

35,500

200

1.4%

Egypt

4,300

1,250

53.6%

Substantial increase in planted area based on weak
enforcement of Government area restrictions.

India

114,000

2,000

-2.1%

The Government of India's First Advance Estimate of a
100.35 million-ton 2019/20 kharif crop implied lager
total production.

Bangladesh

Harvest of a record boro crop this spring.

Expectations of a higher yield due to improved weather
conditions in August. Revisions based on information
reported by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries

Japan

7,800

100

1.9%

United States

5,990

42

-15.9%

Slightly higher yield reported by NASS.

774

-6

-12.9%

Slightly lower area reported by the Ministry of
Agriculture.

7,657

7

-1.7%

Slightly higher yield reported by the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.

Rice production, 2018/19
Argentina
Japan

Source: Created by USDA, Economic Research Service with data from USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service,
Production, Supply and Distribution Database.
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China’s Rice Exports Are Projected To Continue To Increase
in 2020; Brazil’s Exports Projected To Continue To Decline
Global rice trade in 2020 is projected at 46.3 million tons, up just 55,000 tons from the previous
forecast and 1 percent above 2019. Despite the expected increase in 2020, global rice trade
remains below the 2017 record of 48.1 million tons, largely due to much smaller imports by
Bangladesh, China, and Sri Lanka. The decline in global rice trade in these three countries
since 2017 has been partially offset by steady import growth in the Philippines and Sub-Saharan
Africa.
On an annual basis, expanded exports in 2020 from Cambodia, China, Thailand, United States,
and Vietnam are projected to more than offset reduced shipments from Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, South Korea, Pakistan, and Paraguay. China’s exports continue the rapid pace of
expansion that began in 2017, with substantial amounts of rice shipped to Sub-Saharan Africa,
North Africa, and the Middle East.
Figure 3

India is projected to remain the largest rice exporting country in
2020
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These eight countries account for about 90 percent of global rice exports.
Source: Production, Supply, and Distribution database, Foreign Agricultural Service,
USDA.

For 2020 global imports, increased imports in by Australia, Brazil, Guinea, Indonesia, Kenya,
Nepal, Nigeria, Panama, Senegal, South Africa, the United Arab Emirates, and the United
States are projected to more than offset reduced imports by Bangladesh, China, Egypt, EU,
Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Laos, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka. China’s imports continue to
decline from the 2017 record of 5.9 million tons as China attempts to reduce its huge stocks of
rice. See table B below for more detail.
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Table B - Rice imports at a glance (1,000 MT), October 2019
Country or region

Current
forecast

Change from
Month-toChange from
last month's
month
a year earlier
forecast
direction

Year-toyear
direction

Explanation of month-to-month change in forecast

Thousand metric tons
Rice Imports, 2020
Australia

260

10

60

Colombia

180

20

30

Egypt

600

-300

-600

Indonesia

600

100

200

Sri Lanka

20

-20

-30

Reduced crop forecast for 2019/20.
Rising domestic demand due to immigration from
Venezuela and increasing border trade with Ecuador and
Venezuela.
A much larger 2019/20 crop forecast.
Increased imports from India are expected due to the
recent trade agreement.
Adequate supplies. Slow pace of purchases in 2019.

Table C - Rice exports at a glance (1,000 MT), October 2019
Country or region

Current
forecast

Change from
Month-toChange from
last month's
month
a year earlier
forecast
direction

Year-toyear
direction

Explanation of month-to-month change in forecast

Thousand metric tons
Rice Exports, 2020
Brazil

500

-150

-250

Burma

2,625

25

25

Expected increase in demand from China, Malaysia, and
the Philippines.

Ecuador

35

15

0

Expect continued strong border trade with Colombia.

Egypt

100

90

80

A much larger forecast for 2019/20 production.

Japan

65

5

5

Slightly larger production forecast and continued decline
in consumption.

Paraguay

620

20

-50

Stronger exports to Brazil in 2019.

Vietnam

6,550

50

50

Recent large sales to the Philippines.

Brazil

750

-50

-495

Declining rice area, adverse weather, and decreasing
sales to Venezuela.

Burma

2,600

-200

-150

Decline in sales to the EU.

China

3,200

-100

1,142

India

11,800

200

9

Japan

60

2

0

Paraguay

670

20

20

Pace of sales.
Larger production forecast for 2019/20 and recent bilateral trade agreement with Indonesia.
Slightly larger production forecast and a continued
decline in consumption.
Increased exports to Brazil.

Declining rice area and weaker exports in 2019.

Rice Exports, 2019

Source: Created by USDA, Economic Research Service with data from USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service,
Production, Supply and Distribution Database.

Global rice consumption is projected to be a record 494.5 million tons in 2019/20, up 1.2 million
tons from the September forecast and 5.1 million tons above a year earlier. On an annual basis,
consumption and residual use is projected to be higher than a year earlier in Bangladesh,
China, India, Nigeria, the Philippines, and Vietnam. In contrast, rice consumption is expected to
continue to decline in Japan and South Korea due to diet diversification. Global ending stocks in
2019/20 are projected at a record 175.1 million tons, up 2.5 million tons from the previous
forecast and up 3.2 million tons from a year earlier. This is the 13th consecutive year of
increasing global ending stocks. The global stocks-to-use ratio is forecast at 35.4 percent, up
from 35.1 percent a year earlier but still below the 2000/01 record of 37.3 percent.
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Trading prices for most grades of Thailand’s non-aromatic rice have dropped 3-4 percent over
the past month, with prices for parboiled rice dropping almost 5 percent. The price decline has
been largely due to a lack of new sales, lower rough rice prices in Thailand, and a more
optimistic outlook for the 2019/20 main crop harvest. In contrast, Vietnam’s trading prices have
risen about 8 percent over the past month, mostly due to very strong sales, especially to the
Philippines and West Africa. Due to these price movements, Thailand’s price difference over
Vietnam’s rice has dropped from slightly more than $85 per ton a month early to less than $50
per ton in early October. U.S. trading prices for both long-grain and medium-grain milled rice are
unchanged from a month earlier. U.S. long-grain milled prices are being supported by large
sales to Iraq earlier in the market year and a substantial reduction in the U.S. crop projection
reported in September. Because of the divergence in price movements, the U.S. price
difference over Thailand’s long-grain milled rice increased $13 to $148 per ton in early October,
the highest since mid-July. For listings of trading prices by exporter and grade of rice, see Table
9 in the Excel file.
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